Twonky SDK 8.0.2
Twonky Server
Bug fixes
fixed a problem where Twonky Server lost track of all
downloaded content after upgrading or reinstalling
Twonky Server now cleans up all temporary files after
upgrades
fixed HEAD request in certain condition on LPCM content
(leads to random CTT 7.3.33.2 failure)
fixed a problem where Twonky Server would never stop to
scan content
retain now twonky-locations.db on database rebuild (keep
location related settings)
fixed a bug where Twonky Server failed to share UNC
network shares
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CTT 2.0.3.8 passed
MCVT 3.0.3.7 passed
UPnP CTT 2.0.59 passed
Download as PDF

Known issues
sometimes content from USB drive is not indexed by Twonky
Server unless the server is restarted
sometimes servers available for aggregation are not
discovered
audio album art is broken when installing Twonky Server
8.0.1 with "preserve settings" over 7.2.8 on Windows
multi-user
container album art for multi-user content is broken
duplicate removal in multi-user mode does not work
as expected
nested folders can cause issues with multi-user
setup
restricted permission to multi-user content is
signaled as no content shared
webUI
playing or beaming a container in By Date
navigation results in "container empty" message
thumbnails of some rotated images do not show up
correctly in webUI
sometimes webUI with Opera does not show any
thumbnails

Twonky Client Components
Bug Fixes
fixed beaming of slide shows to Roku in bad network
conditions (e.g. slow networks)
slideshow delay was longer than 5s after manual skip fixed
discovery issues
fixed OutOfMemory exception leading to application crash
fixed a problem where Twonky Server lost track of all
downloaded content after upgrading or reinstalling

Known Issues
CTT fails for DMC test 7.3.26.2 (bug filed with DLNA)
Twonky Proxy sometimes discovered as server
issues with XBMC and picture beaming

Twonky Ref App for Android
Twonky Ref App for iOS

QA information
CTT 2.0.0.05 passed
MCVT 2.0.0.3 passed
UPnP CTT 2.0.51 passed
LPTT 1.22.4 passed
LPTT CVP 2.0.16 passed
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